It has become a custom in the institution, of which you have the good fortune this year to be the graduating class, to address you in the language of congratulation or advice, (imitating our peers of other colleges,) at the moment of your separation.
Having accepted the flattering invitation of your faculty to fulfil this duty, I bring to it, I fear, but meagre abilities for the performance of my task.
It was the advice of Cicero, that in writing an oration, a man should "begin in the middle and work out at both ends"?and if from my inexperience in such matters, I should, without designing it, pursue such a course, pray remember it is from one who perhaps has rather felt a pride in belonging to the plain practical class?a working man in contradistinction to a speaking one : I mean most especially with reference to our common profession.
You have listened this morning to a chaste, learned, and beautiful discourse, from the mind of a gentleman, and a classical scholar, which in truth leaves me nothing to say. But I honestly address you in a disposition to benefit you, and if success attend the effort in proportion to the strength and sincerity of this feeling, I I spoke a moment since of influences connected with home-and hospitality, and these terms remind me of some features of distinction between the professional life of the doctor and the dentist, which I beg to notice.
The visits of the physician being chiefly and necessarily at the houses of his patients, call forth the better feelings of the heart, arising from a grateful sense of his value; he is in a degree, both a guest and a benefactor. The rooms are dusted and put to rights, the little ones are scrubbed, and clean aprons at least made to cover the spots beneath, before the time appointed for the doctor's daily call; and when any of these evidences of respect are wanting on the physician's arrival, the apology for their absence is not forgotten even by the humble and uneducated.
Pondering jealously sometimes upon these things, She could not command the nerve necessary to bear extraction of the tooth, and yet was induced by her friends and physician to send for a young French dentist, then recently arrived in the city of Penn. A first, a second, and a third visit, in three successive days, were paid in vain; the patient was weakened and nervous, while the dentist was polite and persuasive. But Mrs. Bingham, in her courteous apologies for causing such fruitless visits, insisted that her resolution held good until she saw the dentist, but with the sight of him her courage all fled. As a little "ruse de guerre" the operator suggested that when her next resolve was taken, she should be blindfolded, then send for him and on his approach, withoufca single word, open her mouth. This plan was adopted with success, and whether from the small amount of pain, compared with heightened fears and expectations, or from the actual skill of the dentist, it matters not?the lady was relieved, delighted and happy; she was grateful and generous, and with the kindest expression of her thanks, she pressed into the operator's hand as they parted, a little silken purse. On examining his fee, unclaimed and most unexpected, he found it to be fifty guineas:?but he had acquired that which proved more valuable to him than a thousand such; a warm friend in a lady of rank, one who lent to, rather than derived it from, the great fortune and position she enjoyed. 
